We Build for A Better Society
Agenda

− Brief Overview of Skanska
− A Journey to PROCORE®
− What do we expect in the future from our Partner – PROCORE®
− Q and A
Who is Skanska?

- One of the world’s leading companies in construction and project development
- 5th largest general contractor by U.S. revenue*
- A top green contractors
- 4,000 repeat customers
- Global headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden
- More than 41,000 employees worldwide
- Three business streams
  - Construction (building and heavy civil projects)
  - Commercial Development
  - Residential Development
Our Purpose

“We build for a better society.”

“We build what matters.”
Our Values, What Do They Mean?

- Care for life
- Act ethically and transparently
- Be better – together
- Commit to customers
Skanska USA

- Three business units operate in the U.S.
  - Building
  - Civil
  - Commercial Development
- Revenues of $8 billion in 2018
  - Represents more than one third of Skanska’s global revenue
- Strong bonding capacity of $10 billion
- Nearly 9,000 employees in 29 metro areas
- Contributed $3+ million in Community Investment

Combine with slide 7 into one slide
Skanska San Francisco

- Two business units in NorCal
  - Building
  - Civil
- 140+ employees in San Francisco Bay Area
A Journey to ProCore
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A Journey to ProCore - People

Employees – Easy / Intuitive – Efficient!

Technology and Innovation

Testing, Training and Auditing

Communication

Live our Values with our people!
A Journey to ProCore - Business

Flexibility  Improve  Tools  Input
A Journey to ProCore - Partners

- Easily accessible – intuitive
- Fits with others systems – collaborative
- Real time information and updates
- Security – for all!
Q and A